What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
Overall impression of hospitals quite positive

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
“Surprise” billing experiences widespread

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
Medicaid expansion support also widespread

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
As are work requirements for able-bodied Medicaid enrollees

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
Majority favors retention of COPN – although clearly not a high priority

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What does the public think about hospitals and the issues?
Virginia does not favor Medicare for all – although details and framing influence results

Source: Mason Dixon poll, commissioned by VHHA
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What’s New in Health Care?
• Medicaid expansion implementation!
• 2019 General Assembly Update
• What’s in store for 2020/2021?

• Federal and State Elections
• Population Health

Status of Medicaid Expansion Nationally
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Medicaid Expansion Nationally - Results
What we know from other states about the impacts of expansion

• Fewer uninsured and improved access to care
• State budget savings

• Higher state revenue and overall economic growth
• Improvements in diagnosis and treatment of disease, especially in the early stages

• Improvements in treatment for behavioral health and substance use disorder
• Lower costs for exchange plans
Source: KFF comprehensive literature review, Aug. ‘19
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Medicaid Expansion – Enrollment
• Enrollment Jan. 1 was 205,000+, ahead of expectations
• Outreach continues (via multiple channels) and DMAS forecasts enrollment of 360,000 by the end
of the year
• Enrollment currently is 325,000
DMAS enrollment dashboard (as of Oct. 8)
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Hospital Coverage and Rate Assessments
Who is paying for Expansion?

• Both assessments apply to private acute care hospitals: excludes public, critical access,
psych., rehab. and children's hospitals – 69 hospitals in 16 systems are affected
• Coverage assessment tied to the expected state costs of Medicaid expansion (state share 7%
this year, rising to 10%), including “administration”

• Hospitals represent 1/3 of Medicaid spending, but uniquely among health care stakeholders
are fully covering the state costs
• Coverage assessment is paid by hospitals in advance each quarter and benefits are spread
widely among health care providers
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2019 General Assembly Highlights
Session Stats
2,016 House Bills Introduced
1,112 Senate Bills Introduced
1,898 Bills Approved by House &
Senate
277 Bills VHHA Monitored
68 Bills Actively Managed
Session Adjourned Sine Die on Feb
24th

Reconvene Session: April 3rd
17 Vetoes by Governor Northam
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2018-2019 General Assembly Demographics
•

51.43% Republican, 48.57% Democratic

•
•

73% Male, 27% Female
81% Caucasian, 13% African-American, 2.8% Hispanic, 1.4% Asian

•
•
•

19% are veterans
37% are attorneys
8% are in medical professions

•

41% have served fewer than 4 years, 13% for more than 20 years

Senate: 20 Republicans, 19 Democrats (Lt Gov casts tie-breaking vote as needed)

House of Delegates: Currently 51 Republicans, 48 Democrats
2019: All 100 delegate and 40 senate seats are on the ballot
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VHHA LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES

2019 VHHA State Legislative Priorities
•

Top Priorities

o Protect Medicaid Expansion and Provider Assessments
o Certificate of Public Need
o Behavioral Health Initiatives
o Surprise/Balance Billing
•

Additional Legislative Issues
o Violence and Assaults on Health Care Providers
o Rate Improvement for Independent Physicians
o Consolidation and Integration
o Price Transparency
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Health Professional Licensure and Practice Authority
•

SB1209 (Peake)/HB1952 (Campbell) modifies the supervision requirements for physician
assistants by establishing a patient care team model similar to that applied for nurse
practitioners without autonomous practice. Physician assistants will practice as part of a
patient care team through a practice agreement with a patient care team physician or
podiatrist. Practice agreements will require periodic review of patient charts and guidelines
for collaboration and consultation with the patient care team. A patient care team physician or
podiatrist will not be permitted to collaborate or consult with more than six physician
assistants on a patient care team at any one time.

•

HB1640 (Ransone)/SB1178 (Sturtevant) requires health plans to provide equal coverage
for services performed by a nurse practitioner

•

HB2169 (Thomas) establishes licensure by endorsement for physician assistants similar to
that available for registered nurses

•

HB2457 (Landes) establishes a retiree license for a physician who holds a valid unrestricted
license without the requirement to meet continuing competency requirements for the first
biennial renewal; limits practice of retiree licensee to providing charity care or in-home health
care services
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Certificate of Public Need
•

•

VHHA continues to advocate for a strong COPN program
– Health Welfare and Institutions (HWI) Chairman Orrock introduced a
comprehensive reform package but it was rejected
– 12 other COPN related bills were introduced
– Two bills passed which were supported by the VHHA.
• Creates a 30-day exemption from COPN and licensure requirements
for hospitals and nursing homes that seek to increase beds during a
disaster or public health emergency
• Requires COPN charity care report filing for all certificates,
regardless of whether a condition is applied and requires a review
of conditions at least every three years. (This follows up to last
years charity care requirements)
Secretary Carey currently leading a Consensus-Based Mediation Work
Group to attempt to draft compromise legislation
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Balance Billing or “Surprise Billing”
Billing
• Balance billing was aSurprise/Balance
hot topic in 2019! The provider
community partnered
with patient and consumer advocates on a proposal that generated mass
bipartisan support. However the health plans offered their own proposal, and
ultimately stymied any bill passing impacting emergency services.
• HB1714 (Ware)/SB1763 (Sturtevant) and HB2544 (Byron)/SB1360 (Wagner)
offered two competing approaches to determining payment amounts for these
services, with the former being favored by health care providers and the latter
being favored by insurers.
• HB1714 was reported out of House Commerce & Labor, but because it had
a fiscal impact, it was re-referred to the House Appropriations Committee,
which did not take any action on the measure. SB1763 passed the
Senate unanimously 40-Y 0-N, but was also referred to the House
Appropriations Committee, which likewise did not take any action on the
measure.
• Ultimately the only legislation that passed was HB2538. HB2538 establishes a
process for elective procedures to require notice to patients regarding liability
for out of network cost.
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Other 2019 Legislation of Note
•

Additional Legislation
Perinatal Anxiety:
o HB2613 (Delaney) adds perinatal anxiety to information that midwives or hospitals providing
maternity care are required to provide maternity patients

•

Prenatal Substance Exposure:
o SB1436 (McClellan) requires hospitals reporting child abuse from prenatal substance
exposure to develop a written discharge plan pursuant to subdivision B 6 of § 32.1-127

•

Electronic Death Certificates:
o SB1439 (McClellan)/ SB1493 (Cosgrove)/ HB2445 (Wilt) requires electronic filing of death
certificates. Includes an enactment clause for phased implementation beginning with
hospitalists and emergency medicine physicians in hospitals and nursing home medical
directors July 1, 2019; family and internal medicine October 1, 2019; oncology and general
surgery November 1, 2019; and any other specialty December 1, 2019. The legislation also
directs the Virginia Department of Health to work with VHHA and other stakeholders to
educate and encourage practitioners to register with and utilize the Electronic Death
Registration System. Delayed enactment: January 1, 2020
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2019 Opioids Legislation
Abuse/Overdose
• Budget Bill includes $Opioid
1.6 million
in GF for FY20 to purchase opioid overdose
reversal kits and directs the Board of Pharmacy to report on state and local
efforts to promote proper drug disposal methods, including existing
community-based collection and disposal efforts.
• SB1167 (Chafin)/HB2558 (Pillion) prohibits physicians from requesting or
requiring a Medicaid patient to pay out-of-pocket costs for prescriptions of
opioids for pain management or buprenorphine, methadone, or opioid
replacements

• HB2158 (Plum) permits health care providers and emergency medical
services personnel in a hospital emergency department to dispense naloxone
under a standing order
• HB2318 (McGuire) permits school nurses and local health department
employees that are assigned to a public school to possess and administer
naloxone
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2020 General Assembly Session – Legislative Outlook
 2021/2022 Biennium Budget
• Protection of Provider Coverage and Rate Enhancement Assessments
• Restoration of the Trauma Fund for FY20
• New and Sustainable Revenue Source for Trauma Fund
• TDO Census at State Hospitals
 COPN
• Governor/HHR Working Group
• Standalone Deregulation Bills
 Balance Billing: 2019 Session Repeat
 Business Issues
• Repeal of Right to Work Law
• Minimum Wage Increase
 Behavioral Health
 Miscellaneous
• DUI Blood Specimen Collection
• International Medical Graduates
• Maintenance of Certification
• Telemedicine
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National Health Care Debate
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National Health Care Debate – Again?
• Republican “better” alternatives in 2017-18 failed to pass and proved to be quite unpopular
• Democrats are now debating whether to start over with some version of Medicare for all or
build on the ACA

• Despite ACA coverage gains (which are uneven among the states and are showing signs of
slight reversal recently), public concern over “affordability” is increasing
– In part due to proliferation of high-deductible plans in the private sector
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Medicare for all – what does it mean?

Source: Susan Dentzer presentation to VHHA Board Retreat, 7-19
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Medicare for all – what does it mean?

Source: Susan Dentzer presentation to VHHA Board Retreat, 7-19
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Medicare for all – what does it mean?

Source: Susan Dentzer presentation to VHHA Board Retreat, 7-19
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Medicare for all – alternatives

Source: Susan Dentzer presentation to VHHA Board Retreat, 7-19
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Federal Healthcare Legislative Priorities – Near Term
What might make it way through a divided Congress?

• Surprise Billing – high visibility and stakes, but critical details still in flux
– Including basis for resolving out of network payment amounts
– Plans – average negotiated rate vs. Providers – fair market value or mediation
– Senate vs. House plans very different

• Prescription drug pricing – some bipartisan commonality, but may fall prey to
election season

• Budget/spending omnibus bill
– protecting against expansion of site neutral payments
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National Health Care Debate – Affordability
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Is every year an election year in Virginia?
2016 US Presidential & House of Representatives
– Trump wins and R’s control both houses

2017 VA statewide officers and House of Delegates
– Northam wins, Ds sweep statewide and nearly capture the House

2018 Congressional mid-terms, Senator Kaine
–

Ds retake House in Congress, several VA districts go blue

2019 State Senate and House
–

Narrow R majority in state House and Senate in play

2020 Cycle repeats - Trump vs. ??, Senator Warner & House
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National Political Divide
• National political divide is deep
• Health policy framework front and center
• Examples of bipartisanship nationally are few
• Implications for national health policy
– Repeal and replace the ACA (off the table for now?)
– Fixing key elements (e.g., exchange open enrollment)
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Virginia Political Traditions
•

National vs. State Politics
– Historically separated

•

Pride in “the Virginia Way”
– Principled policy debates and
disagreements
– Pragmatic compromise the eventual
result
– Moderates in both parties wield
significant influence

•

Seniority and experience confer
influence
– However, major turnover in last
several years
– Path to statewide office no longer
requires deep Virginia political
experience

•

Citizen legislature
– Most legislators have full time jobs
outside of being an elected official

•

Pro business approach to policy
– Right to work state
– State Corporation Commission

•

Tradition of prudent fiscal management
– Balanced budget requirement
– Transparent and conservative
approach to revenue forecasting
– Rainy day fund
– Long standing AAA bond rating
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State and Federal Elections
November
2019 Elections
Predictions???
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Virginia’s Elections in 2019
• What will be the net result of state GA elections this fall?
– Status quo – narrow R majority in both chambers

– Split control – House goes D, Senate stays R or vice versa
– Ds rule - gain majority in both the House and Senate
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November 5, 2019 State Elections
Close partisan divides in both chambers means there is a
possibility that one or both houses could flip to Democrat control.

All 40 Senate Seats are up for Election (currently 20-19)
• 3 R’s have announced retirements: Carrico, Black, Wagner (already retired)
All 100 House Seats are up for Election (currently 51-48)
• 6 R’s and 2 D retiring: Landes, Helsel, Ingram, D. Bell, Pogge, Garrett, Toscano, James
(already retired)
• 4 delegates leaving House to run for Senate: Pillion and J. Bell, Rodman, Turpin
• Overall there are 15-16 Democrat and Republican Seats in play
• District changes:
o House maps will reflect court-ordered district changes impacting 26 districts,
sometimes significantly changing the partisan outlook for those districts.
o 6 Republican-held House seats now have Democratic advantages based on past voting
patterns.

Who will be in charge?! We hope to know on November 6th!
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Your VOICE is CRITICAL!
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WE NEED YOU!
• Hospitals, health care workers, and volunteers are
highly regarded in their communities
• What happens “back home” matters to elected
officials
• Helping legislators understand challenges and
possible solutions requires the expertise of those
“on the front lines” ... YOU!
• Confronting the challenges requires innovation
and greater collaboration among health care
providers, government, and the private sector
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VHHA Advocacy Engagement
•

Back to the Basics with Legislator and Policy Maker Outreach
– One-on-one meetings with all members of the General Assembly, Congress and
the Executive Branch
– Direct, coordinated contact by VHHA staff and system govt relations staff

•

Growing and Activating our Grassroots
– 23,000+ registrants in our Hospital Grassroots Network (HGN). During the 2018
General Assembly session (and Special Session), this group generated 10,000
messages to elected officials.

•

Engaging the Business Community, Civic Groups, and Local Governments
– Active alliances with Chambers of Commerce, local governments, and other
health care stakeholders across the state

•

Better Communications and Use of New Media

•

Mobilizing Voter Support and Goodwill
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Optimizing Our Influence
Advocates
VHHA Advocacy Team

10

General Assembly
Members
140

Ratio

VHHAC members

50

140

1:2.8

Hospital CEOs

107

140

1:1.3

Hospital Employees

126,000

140

900:1

Healthcare Employment

450,000

140

3,214:1

Direct/Indirect Jobs

900,000

140

6,428:1

Registered Voters

5,529,742

140

379,498:1

1:14
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Partnership For A Healthy Virginia

Population health is the health outcomes shared
across a community and the distribution of those
outcomes within the group. The field of population
health includes the policies, systems, structures,
interventions, and social conditions that influence
this distribution.
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Partnership For A Healthy Virginia
Define population health and set measurable goals

Advance Community Health Needs Assessments

Develop standardized screening tool for SDOH and referral platform

Strategically invest in communities
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Vision and Mission
• Our overall Vision highlights PHV’s ultimate aspiration for the future state of health in Virginia:
Every Virginian has a fair and equitable opportunity to achieve optimal health, making Virginia the healthiest
state in the nation.
• Our Mission highlights the unique role that PHV will play to advance this vision:
PHV advances population health for all Virginians by improving the effective use of data, fostering multisector
collaboration, and encouraging evidence-based investments to address the root causes of population health.
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Strategically Invest In Our Communities
Need to align data from EHR, screening tools and CHNA/CHA

Use this to continue to inform and improve our strategic plan around population
health while building population health teams inside hospitals and health systems

Partner with HealthBegins to develop upstream strategies with five hospitals

Invest in Place to Improve Health event held on September 18th. Targets hospital
executives, population health and community health leads.
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